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the mulekitesMulekites

john L sorenson

the people of zarahemlaZarahemla referred to in the nephite record
remain enigmatic to latter day saint readers although they were
more populous than the nephites by descent only a handful of
statements in the scripture give explicit information about them no
one has attempted to combine theseintothereintothese into a systematic picture ofwho
these people were and what their role in nephite history was this
article redresses that lack

THEIR ORIGIN ZEDEKIAH

omni 115 and 18 provide our earliest information on this
peoples origin the people of zarahemlaZarahemla came out from jerusa-
lem at the time that zedekiah king of judah was carried away
captive into babylon and zarahemlaZarahemla the leader of the group when
they were first contacted by the nephitesNephites gave a genealogy of his
fathers according to his memory the recalled genealogy was
written but is not in the record we have according to mosiah 252
zarahemlaZarahemla asserted his descent from zedekiah throughmulek and
that linkage is supported by helaman 821 will ye say that the
sons of zedekiah were not slain all except it were mulek yea and
do ye not behold that the seed of zedekiah are with us we must
understand zedekiahs background in order to picture the origin of
muleksmaleks group 1

in the decade before nephis account opens the small king
dom of judah and her kings were tossed about by the winds and
currents afpfof politics and war among her three major neighbors
egypt assyria and babyloniababeloniaBaby lonia the first two were allied against the
newly resurgent babylonians jehoiakim became king of judah at
age twenty five in the fall of 609 BC 2 kgsggs 2336 atjustarjustat just about the
time when assyrian power was destroyed in 606 and 605 BC the
egyptian army alone faced the babylonians and in the latter year
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suffered a disastrous defeat at carchemishCarchemish in northern syria on the
euphrates river subsequently through 601 BC the babylonians
under nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar 11II nebuchadnezzar in the old testament
battled the egyptians in palestine and egypt without decisive results
while maintaining dominance overoverjudahjudah jehoiakim rebelled against
babylon in 598 BC 2 kgsggs 241 A babylonian army soon be-
sieged jerusalem from december until 16 march 597 BC when
they captured the city jehoiakim was slain during the siege andwas
succeeded by his son jehoiachin who reigned only about three
months before being exiled by nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar on 22 april 597
BC the babylonians replaced him with his fathers brother
zedekiah earlier called mattaniah 2 kgsggs 2417 who was then
twenty one years of age 2 zedekiah eventually threw in his lot with
the egyptians under aprieshophra contrary to warnings by
jeremiah see for example jer 21 28 As a result
nebuchadrezzars army besieged jerusalem from 15 january 588 to
7 january 587 BC when the approach of an egyptian army caused
the babylonians to withdraw temporarily but they returned on 29
april finally the walls of jerusalem were breached on 19 july 586
BC 2 kgsggs 253 jer 526 7 massive looting followed andmost of
the population was deported to babyloniababeloniaBabylonia the temple was destroyed
in mid august 2 kgsggs 258 9

during the fall of the city or soon afterward some jews
escaped 2 kgsggs 254 26 particularly to egypt jeremiah was
among the refugees jer 402 5 437 8 444411 while others
reached nearby moab ammon and edom jer 4011 zedekiah
attempted to escape but was captured and before nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar
he saw his sons slain and then had his eyes put out before being taken
to babylon to captivity for the rest of his life 2 kgsggs 257
the books of 2 kings and jeremiah picture zedekiah as a

second rate king first he was a puppet imposed by the hated
babylonians his eleven year reign proved a time of general dis-
aster for the nation despite the fact that some people of the upper
strata of society prospered temporarily he was indecisive and two
faced inhis dealings with jeremiah and other prophets for example
jer 3717 21 jeremiah implies that he was an adulterer jer
2922 23 overall he was adjudged an evil doer in the eyes of the
lord jer 522
his own descendants may have put apositive face onhis deeds

but the nephitesNephites might have had access to enough of jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs
opinions lehi probably knew him personally compare the easy
reference to him in 1 ne 714 or through his writings 1 ne 513
to know that zedekiah was under a moral cloud to be his descen-
dant as mulek was may not have been considered commendable
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among either his descendants or the nephitesNephites that belief could
have been a contributing reason why chief zarahemlaZarahemla acceded to the
appointment of mosiah as ruler when the latter showed up among
the people of zarahemlaZarahemla

THEIR ORIGIN MULEK

mulek appears as muloch in the printers manuscript of the
book of mormon and as mulokkulok in printed editions from 1830 to
1852 then became mulek 3 however it was pronounced the name
comes to us of course as nephite ears heard it from the people of
zarahemlaZarahemla and their pronunciation could have changed somewhat
from the oldworld hebrew familiar to us what is clear throughout
these variations in the spelling of the name is that we have here a
reflex of the hebrew root mik as in hebrew melek king

nowhere in the bible are the children of zedekiah enumer-
ated let alone named although we are told that he had daughters as
well as sons jer 436 52521010 he was twenty one on his accession
to the throne being a noble he already had the economic resources
to have possessed a wife and children at that time after his
accession he took multiple wives in the manner of the kings of
judah before him jeremiah in 3822 23 refers to zedekiahs
wives so that when he was captured at age thirty two he might
have had a considerable progeny robert F smith has mustered
evidence4evidenceevidences4 that a son of zedekiah with a name recalling mulek may
actually be referred to in the bible jeremiah 338686 in the king james
translation speaks of jeremiahsJeremiajeremiahhhs being cast into the dungeon
literally pit ofofmalchiahmalchiahmalachiahMalmaichiah the son ofofhammelechhammelechHammelech the last five
words should be rendered malkamalkimaikamalkiyahuiyahfi the son of the king this
personal name could have been abbreviated to something like
mulek thus jeremiah might have been put into the very dungeon
of mulek the son of the king zedekiah referred to in the
hebrew text of jeremiah 338686 ifmulek was zedekiahs eldest son
he could have been as old as fifteen at the time jerusalem fell and
as a prince may have had his own house wherein there could have
been a dungeon jer 3715 16 mentions one in a private house
on the other hand we do not know that mulek was more than

an infant the younger he was the greater the likelihood that he
could have escaped the notice of the babylonians and subsequent
slaughter at their hands whatever his age he may have been
secreted away to egypt by family retainers and close associates of
the king along with the kings daughters jer 436 7 5 at least
it is obvious that in order to leave by sea for america he would have
had to reach a port since the babylonians controlled the ports of
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israel and phoenicia at the time going south to egypt among his
fathers allies would be about the only possibility 6

THEIR HISTORY JOURNEY TO THE NEWWORLD

nothing is said about how much time intervened between the
flight from jerusalem of the party that included mulek which must
have occurred at the time of the fall of the city and their arrival in
america they are said to have journeyed in the wilderness
before crossing the ocean omni 1116ilg16 but that journey may not
have beenmore than weeks in length say between judah and egypt
they had probably landed in the new world by 575 BC
the premier sailors of that era were the phoeniciansPhoenicians who

frequented egyptian ports and were familiar with the waters of the
entire mediterranean since they possessed the finest seafaring
vessels and the widest knowledge of sailing conditions it is reason-
able for us to suppose that one or more of their vessels became the
means termed the hand of the lord in omni 116 by which
mulek and those with him were brought across the great
waters israel had only a minor seafaring tradition of its own and
there is no hint that the mulek party received divine guidance in
constructing a ship of their own as nephi did or the hand of the
lord could have meant his guiding them by means of the arimurim and
thummimthummirnThummirn which they brought from the temple in jerusalem 7

if we suppose that phoenician or other experienced voyagers
were involved we can inquire why such sailors would be willing to
sail off into the unknown in the first place as professional
seamen they would normally be willing to undertake whatever
voyage promised them sufficient compensation muleksmaleksMuleks party of
refugees from the royal court could well have had substantial wealth
with them furthermore the phoeniciansPhoenicians had confidence in their
nautical abilities where they were told they should sail may not
have seemed as dauntingly unknown to them as the term implies
to us herodotus tells that a few years earlier necho 11II egyptsegypto
pharaoh in muleksmaleks day had sent an expedition of phoeniciansPhoenicians by
ship from eziondzion geber on the red sea completely around the
continent of africa 8 A hint of phoenician influence among book of
mormon peoples might be seen in two place names those of the
promised lands dominant river the sidon and of the land of
sidomeidom the latter was plausibly on the river in addition to the name
congruence compare alma 1514 and its implication of a riverine
location they did flock in from all the region round about sidomsidornsiddorn
and were baptized 9

the route followed bymuleksmaleks vessel would rather obviously
have gone west through the mediterranean and past the pillars of
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hercules strait of gibraltar an area familiar to phoenician
sailors from there the prevailing winds and current almost in-
exorablyexorably bear simple craft for example columbussColumbuss ships thor
heyerdahls ra II11 raft and many others past the canaries to the
caribbean significant cultural historical and physical evidence
for ancient one way crossings exists even though it is generally
ignored by conventional scholars 10
there remains a slight possibility that they could have come

via the pacific since neither a route nor a coastal landing point is
specified in the book of mormon but textual indications argue
strongly for the atlantic first the immigrant groups discovery of
the last jareditejaredineJaredite survivor could only have been near the east sea
ether 93 puts the position of the final battleground near that sea
second the city ofmulekofmulek was located only a few miles from the
east sea alma 5126 and we may suppose that this was where the
newcomers settled first compare alma 87 third the sidon river
probably enters the east sea no great distance from this city of
mulek I111I1 which the ofsuggesting a plausible route along ancestors
zarahemlaZarahemla and his people came up into the south wilderness
alma 22322311 to their city on the upper river where the nephitesNephites later
found them to this evidence may be added two historicshistoricohistorico geographical
facts external to the scripture the distance from palestine to the
american narrow neck promised land was shorter via the atlantic
than the pacific and the expertise of mediterranean marineromarinersmariners was
orientedwestward not eastward into the indian and pacific oceans
in my view that they traveled via the atlantic is certain
the size of the party accompanying mulek is not even hinted

at however we are justified in making some fairly firm inferences
even if only a single vessel made the trip and there might have
been more than one a substantial crew would have been involved
phoenician ships could be large as those used by columbus the
number would likely have been more than twenty A ship with a
predominantly israelite crew probably could not have been found
the people of judah were largely landlubberslandlubbers with minor excep-
tions in terms of culture ethnicity and language the crew would
likely have been a heterogeneous mixed mediterranean lot for
phoenician often did not signify an ethnically uniform group and
since we know nothing ofwho might have been passengers mulek
was one though clearly he must have had attendants along in view
of his relative youth we cannot tell ifwomen were brought there
could have been some but the common crewmen would have been
single their genes would have continued only by their finding
native women in the new land nibley saw greek names in the
nephite recordrecord1212 it would not be surprising for certain greek or
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egyptian for that matter influences to have reached america via
men in the crew ofmuleksmuleksmaleksof ship
if a phoenician vessel was used those aboard it quite surely

would have been socially and culturally diverse in the first place
those surrounding mulek would have been from zedekiahs court
the very crowd whom the lord speaking through jeremiah
ezekiel and lehi frequently attacked as wayward disobedient
and semipagan many of the elite of jerusalem were worshippersworshippers of
alien gods as shown for example by the condemnation heaped on
their heretical rites in jeremiah 7 compare 2 kgsggs 23 likely no
levitical priests were among them and they had brought no
records with them and they denied the being of their creator
omni 117 we can suppose that beliefs and ways of worship
contrary to the words of the prophets and the law ofmoses brought
along by any sample of judahitesJudahites from zedekiahs circle who
managed to get away would contribute to their heretical condition
there could have been even more divergent practices among the
crew of the vessel
after arriving descendants of the group had many wars and

serious contentions and had fallen by the sword from time to time
omni 1171 17 the members of the original party would have had
mixedmotives in making the voyage in the first place some would
simply have been doing a nautical job after which they hoped
vainly it appears to return home some may simply have been
adventurous certain ones may have been merely political and
economic refugees from the babylonians A few perhaps had a
sense of divine mission although the book ofmormon gives us no
hint of it upon landing these differing agendas could have led to
conflict perhaps not least over the limited number ofwomen if any

their language had become corrupted omni 111717 as
mosiah saw things tome this plausibly had to dowith the voyaging
groups speaking more than one tongue to begin with rather than
their having a single original language the hebrew ofmulek as the
nephitesNephites seem to have thought based on what historical linguists
know about language change it is highly unlikely that if hebrew
had been the exclusive tongue ofmuleksmuleksofmaleks party their idiom would
have changed in three hundred years so as to be unintelligible to
mosiah by the time of theirmeeting with the people ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia
mosiah and his people may have come to know a second tongue
from their centuries of dwelling in the land of nephi
also relevant to the language question is the scientifically

established probability that other peoples already inhabited virtu-
ally every area in the new world near a narrow neck where mulek
could have arrived I1 suppose as virtually all LDS scholars of the
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subject do that the land in question was in mesoamericaMesoamerica southern
mexico and northern central america still we do not know how
numerous the inhabitants might have been in the early sixth century
BC whenmulek and company arrived the olmecolmed culture known
from archaeology which plausibly constituted or involved the
jareditesJaredites for the most part disintegrated dramatically around 600
550 BC although population fragments clearly continued on bear-
ingingbasicbasic elements of the old culture to future generations 13 in book
of mormon terms it is extremely unlikely that the entire jareditejaredineJaredite
population without exception showed up to be exterminated at the
hill ramah as latter day saints sometimes have inferred from the
words of ether all in the organized armies may have done so but
inevitably there would have been survivors in remote byways at
least I1 presume that the mulek party came ashore under war
disintegrated social conditions in which after a time they met and
amalgamated with perhaps even dominating local fragments of
the earlier society which they encountered at the margin of the
central arena of the final battles in the course of amalgamation
the newcomers probably adopted the local tongue likely a version
of an early mixe zoquean language the subsequent wars among
the immigrants reported in omni 111717 could well have been com-
plicated by historical quarrels among the local survivors with whom
they had become involved
the geographical correlation ofbook ofmormon and ameri-

can landscape features that I1 follow tentatively places the city of
mulek at the site of la venta in the southern mexican state of
tabasco 14 most of this spectacular ruined place dates to olmecolmed
times but evidence also exists of later reinhabitation 15 one of the
most interesting items found there is stela 3 a huge carved basalt
slab it is not clear when the piece was executed but likely it was at
the very end of the olmecolmed era or very soon after the site was
abandoned not long after 600 BC 16 some see it as a new style more
than a continuation of the old olmecolmed one 17 stela 3 has carved on
it a scene in which a person of evident high status whose facial
features find parallels in surviving people in the area as well as in
olmecolmed art is shown facing another prominent man who looks to a
number of art historians like a jew his striking beard and beaked
nose are so prominent that he has been dubbed uncle sam by
some observers this scene has been viewed as a formal encounter
between the leaders of two sharply different ethnic groups one
seemingly semitic 18 although a long shot it is possible that we
are viewing a mulekiteMulekite leader even mulek together with a local
chief from a group of folk survivors after the jareditejaredineJaredite debacle 19
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MULEKITE HISTORY FROM ARRIVAL
TO DISCOVERY BY MOSIAH

we are informed in alma 22322300 31 confirmed in hel gioglo6106 10
that the mulek party touched first in the land northward before going
south to where the nephitesNephites found them the reason for their not
settsettlingsettlinginlinginin the north is unclear in the scripture A mexican tradition
reports such a group arriving by sea when is unclear guided by a
stone through which their deity spoke to them 20 they were said to
be seeking a destination that had been revealed to them they first
touched the coast on the northern gulf ofmexico but did not settle
until reaching a place south of the isthmus ofoftehuantepectehuantepec whether
this tradition refers to the mulek group or not the mexican party
followed a remarkably similar set of movements from landfall
north of an isthmus past that neck then to a coastal zone in the land
to the south finally ending up inland
the experience of the mulek group in the land northward was

presumably brief yet it raises the question of interaction with the
jareditesJaredites the eastern lowlands ofthe land northward had long been
a stronghold of that people and their very final battles took place
there ether 93 9 1020 1412 158 15 the chances are
reasonable though not certain that the seaborne newcomers touch-
ing in the land northward would have encountered some jareditesJaredites
if the latter were still engaged in their normal lifewayslikewayslifeways at the
moment when the judahitephoenicianJudahite Phoenician party arrived it is possible
of course that the newcomers did detect signs of population in the
land northward and that this was why they chose to move on but the
scripture gives us no indication of that or perhaps the jareditesJaredites
were not oriented to life upon this stretch of coast and the new party
did not explore inland thus the two peoples might at first have
missed each other by sheer accident

I1 consider it likely that the jareditesJaredites at the moment of the
mulekiteMulekite arrival were in the throes of civil war unable to pay
attention to what was happening along their coast involving the
appearance of a small band of strangers if they were seen at all A
long period of overlap between the two groups strikes me as highly
unlikely the jareditejaredineJaredite civilization involving millions of people
ether 152 would surely have come to the attention of the mulek
group had the latter lived only around a hundred miles away for
decades let alone centuries as some have supposed yet had the
mulekitesMulekites arrived significantly prior to the struggle at ramah
they would have become aware of or fatally involved in the
extermination instead of fulfilling ethers prophecy about
coriantumr ether 1320 2211 after all the land desolation where
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the nephitesNephites saw abundant evidence of the jareditejaredineJaredite final wars
abutted on the small land bountiful which in turn was only a few
miles from the city ofofmulekmulek alma 2229 3311 5126 32 5215
1722 23
the newcomers are said to have discovered coriantumr not

vice versa where might that contact have takenplace he could not
have been a young man note ether 1316 17 he had been very
severely wounded in the final battle ether 1511512828 32 and he had
earlier suffered at least one serious injury in war ether 151511 as well
as probably others with such physical limitations as these scrip-
tures imply it would be remarkable if he had made more than a
partial recovery from his near death at ramah ethers prophecy to
the king had indicated only that he would receive a burial by the
new people this statement together with the fact that he lived only
nine lunar months with the new group before passing away omni
121 can be seen as supporting the view that he was infirm when
found 21 thus he is not likely to have traveled far on his own from
the hill ramah yet he would surely have moved some distance for
the effects of the carnage in the final battle area would have been
unbearable for him
it seems to me most likely that at whatever point coriantumr

was foundbetween the hill ramah and probably the city ofofmulekmulek
his discoverers transported him to their settlement base and that
there is where he executed the engraving on the large stone which
eventually came into mosiahsMosiahs hands one wonders what ever
happened to it at zarahemlaZarahemla it is mentioned only the once several
scenarios are possible to account for where and when he might
have been discovered by the new group but we have inadequate
information to evaluate their relative likelihood 22
nothing is said about how much time passed before the

immigrants left their landfall to move up into the south wilderness
alma 22312231 perhaps along the river sidon for they settled beside
it they may not have stayed long near the sea where it could be
oppressively hot andhumid as in alma 5133 compared with their
old world source area or the wars said to have occurred among
themselves omni 117 could have driven part of them inland
however it could have taken decades if not centuries for sufficient
population to grow and organize to permit a level of conflict
deserving the name war it seems to me likely that there was no
substantial movement ofmuleksofmuleksmaleks descendants to the uplands for a
considerable period
the book of mormon conveys nothing contrary to the view

that zarahemlas group had coalesced as a political unit only within
his lifetime and shortly before mosiahsMosiahs arrival among them if
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zarahemlaZarahemla had had a long strong tradition of rulership behind him
mosiah likely would not have gained the king role over the com-
bined society as readily as he seems to have done zarahemlaZarahemla is not
said to have borne the title ofking though he ruled his group given
no title for his role something like chief seems suitably descrip-
tive considering the small scale of his polity which may have
numbered only a few thousand to mosiahsMosiahs group they seemed
exceedingly numerous but that expression is relative for the
nephitesNephites were themselves probably an exceedingly small group

nowhere do we get a hint that the descendants of the people
on the ships that brought mulek constituted a single political
ethnic unit prior to zarahemlas day no comprehensive tentenntermn such
as mulekiteMulekite is used to embrace them suggesting that not all of those
descended from those immigrants recognized zedekiahs son as
their head nor perhaps any other one person there may have been
differences among the group over authority from the first resulting
ultimately in political fragmentation with zarahemlas group just
one tribelet among a number tied chiefly by economic links
an interesting bit of evidence that there may have been

varying traditions about what had happened among the mulek
group and thus more than one social entity involved comes from
the account ofofammonammon in mosiah 7 we leamlearn of his leading a party
to locate their brethren the zeniffitesZeniffites even though ammon was
a descendant of zarahemlaZarahemla mosiah 73 13 23 who had earlier
gone up to the land of nephi in order to reoccupy the cities oflehiof lehilehl
nephi and shliom when king limhi reported to ammon that he
had sent out an exploring party which had discovered ruins and gold
plates on a battleground to the distant north one would think that
ammon would say something like oh yes that would be the
people who were destroyed except for this one old man who lived
among my ancestors the descendants ofmulek but ammon gives
no hint of making any such mental connection either to the
Coriancorlancorianturnrcoriantumrturnr tradition or to mulek perhaps he belonged to an
element of zarahemlas people who had simply never heard about
coriantumrs survival nor had limhi any previous knowledge of
the jareditesJaredites it appears even though his grandfather had dwelt at
zarahemlaZarahemla when coriantumrs stela had been brought there and
read by mosiah 1I

when the forefathers of zarahemlas people reached the area
that would become the land ofzarahemlaZarahemla they likely had left others
of their tradition behind in the lowlands where they originated but
at least by the time the stone of coriantumr was fetched omni
120 these folks on the upper river must have had peaceful
relations with those others for a party would have had to make a
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lengthy trip back down by the east sea to obtain the artifact and bring
it to mosiah to be read zarahemlaZarahemla was many days from the city of
mulekwhere the stone probablywas worked compare for example
alma 5215 18

even with the addition of mosiah FsIs contingent ofofnephitesnephitesNephites
to zarahemlas people the combined body was still not very
numerous nor widespread when king benjamin assembled them
all a generation later it was possible for all to gather at the cityscites
temple on one days notice mosiah 1iioilo11010 and for the planners to
anticipate that the combined body would be able to hear the aged
kings voice mosiah 21 8 24

RELATIONS WITH THE NEPHITES

it is difficult to interpret the extremely brief and one sided
account we have in omni 111313 19 of the joining ofmosiahsMosiahs group
with the people of zarahemlaZarahemla the story from the nephite side
represents the event as not only peaceful but enthusiastically
welcomed by the locals from the point of view of some of the
resident people however the transition may not have seemed so
pleasantt the key reason why they rejoiced is said to be that
mosiah brought sacred records when they had none the impressive
fact of literacy itself could indeed have combined with possession
of the mysterious sacred relics in mosiahsMosiahs possession the plates
ofofnephinephi the brass plates labans sword the liahona to confer
an almost magical aura on mosiah that validated his deserving the
kingship besides he may well have had the right of kingship by
descent from the royal nephi line among the original nephitesNephites
jacob 1iiiili11111 1I doubt that he would have presumed to accept the
kingship in zarahemlaZarahemla he was a sogersoliersolser man not an opportunist
unless he qualified for the king role as a the senior direct
descendant ofofnephinephi without a strong leadership mantle of such a
sort the people in his party might well not have accompanied him
out ofnephi nor would he have had possession of the large plates
the official history of the kings in terms of the old world tradition
of the judahite fathers of the mulekitesMulekites while mosiah was not of
the preferred royal line through judah at least he had major
appurtenances of kingship that zarahemlaZarahemla lacked zarahemlaZarahemla had
only two qualifications his current chiefly role and descent from
mulek who though ofjudah and a descendant ofdavid was never
actually king of judah those qualifications apparently were not
enough to prevail against mosiahsMosiahs strengths since nothing more
is heard about zarahemlaZarahemla after omni 111818 he may have been less
than vigorous by then and perhaps died soon after
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political amalgamation did not erase the ethnic distinction
between the two groups mosiah 254 reports that in the time of
mosiah 11II the people ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia were numbered separately from
the children of nephi that is those who were descendants of
nephi in their political assembly the two groups werewere separated
in two bodies obviously they spoke different everyday lan-
guages although they also no doubt came to share one given
those evidences of separateness they probably also lived in
different sectors in the city and land ofofzarahemlazarahemlaZarahemlaemia themass arrival
of the nephitesNephites could hardly have been accompanied by their
simply settling haphazardly among those already present 25 how
subsequently they may have come to interrelate through marriage
is not indicated

it is plausible that later contentions and dissensions in
nephite society were in part led by unhappy descendants of
zarahemlaZarahemla who considered that they were not given their due when
mosiah became king at least one man who was a descendant of
zarahemlaZarahemla the coriantumr of helaman 115 was a dissenter
from among the nephitesNephites and came close to conquering the
nephitesNephites 26 although if there were such unhappy descendants of
mulek who claimed special status because of the blood ofnobility
alma 5121 they were less likely to have been the instigators of the
kingmenking men movement of later times than descendants of mosiah 1I
benjamin ormosiah 11II whose claims would have been much more
immediate and documentabledocument able than in the case of descent through
zarahemlaZarahemla compare mosiah 297 99.

A fascination with the extinct jareditesJaredites was manifest among
the nephitesNephites from time to time as in mosiah 2812 mosiah
translated the twenty four gold plates of the jareditesJaredites because of
the great anxiety of his people for they were desirous beyond
measure to know concerning those people who had been destroyed
nibley identifies a number of names used among the nephitesNephites that
were clearly derived from the jareditesJaredites and notes five out of the
six whose names are definitely jareditejaredineJaredite betray strong anti nephite
leanings 27 this permanent cultural impression on the nephitesNephites he
believes was made through the mulek group this unacknowl-
edged influence from the jareditesJaredites may have come via cultural
syncretism between members of the mulek group and local sur-
vivors from the jareditejaredineJaredite tradition that process could have been so
subtle in the absence of written records that generations later the
descendants either did not recognize that they were related to the
extinct civilization and were curious about the mysterious ruins and
artifacts left or else suspected that they were related and wished to
know more
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the initial political amalgamation reported in omni seem-
ingly did not lead to genuine cultural integration but masked a
diversity in lifewayslikewayslifeways that sometimes camecame forth as conflict in beliefs
and behavior non nephite ways seem to have kept bubbling up
from beneath the ideal social and cultural surface depicted by the
nephite elite record keepers after all the descendants of the people
ofzarahemlaofzarahemlaZarahemlaemia probably always constituted a majority of the folk
the people of the nephitesNephites in the record 28

there are other evidences of this underlying influence for
example the younger alma apparently like his cronies the sons of
mosiah 29 became a very wicked and an idolatrous man and also
was a man of many words and did speak much flattery to the
people mosiah 278 this phrasing describes notjustnotjust one person-
ality but a distinct tradition ofbelief and rites the study of cultural
history teaches us that one man or even one generation is most
unlikely to independently originate a systematized pattern of belief
and behavior involving idolatry but rather that such a pattern draws
on and incorporates past tradition
the continuation of this cultmight be seen a few years later in

alma 132 formany among the nephitesNephites engaged in sorceriessorceries and
in idolatry or idleness and in babblingsbabblings wearing costly apparel
being lifted up in the pride of their own eyes and all manner of
wickedness by the time ofmosiah 264 6 we leamlearn that a sizable
group constituted a separate people as to their faith again it is
plausible that they followed a preexisting tradition likely to have
been related to the idolatrous beliefs mentioned earlier which
ultimately came from the people of zarahemlaZarahemla three generations
later the more part of the nephitesNephites had turned out of the way of
righteousness and did turn unto their own ways and did build
up unto themselves idols of their gold and their silver hel 631631
italics added it seems probable to me that their own ways which
involved idolatrous rites had a historical backgroundmost logically
tied to the old cult of zarahemlas people As an anthropologist I1
suspect that this pattern stayed on beneath the surface piety directed
to jehovahjesusJehovah Jesus christ the periodic reemergence to public view
ofthe old timereligion with strong mulekiteMulekite elements in itmay
have constituted a large measure of the falling away so often
lamented by the book of mormonmonnon leaders 30

the6mulekitesTHE MULEKITES IN LATER BOOK OF MORMON
AND POST CUMORAH TIMES

the last reference to this people as the seed of zedekiah
occurs in helaman 821 but they are not distinguished in any way
in 3 nephi or 4 nephi nor do the books ofmormon ormoroni refer
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to them the revived division ofbook ofmormon society into seven
tribes reported in 4 nephi 137 38 omits any indication of these
people I1 presume that they had become so amalgamated with the
more prestigious nephitesNephites in the narrow sense that they no longer
had a separate status worth mentioning

doctrine and covenants 1927 refers to the word ofgod going
inmodem times to the jew ofwhom the lamanitesLamanites are a remnant
orson prattspratt s note in the former edition of the scripture at that point
cites omni 114 19 pratt and subsequent commentators assume
that descendants ofmulek are to be found today indistinguishably
mixed among the lamanitesLamanites doctrine and covenants 317 18
prophesies that the book ofmormon will go forth to the nephitesNephites
jacobites josephites zoramitesZoramites lamanitesLamanites lemuelitesLemuelites and
ishmaelitesIshmaelites making no distinction of muleksmaleks descendants

while little is explicitly stated in the book of mormon about
mulek and those who came to america with him what there is
provides leads that permit constructing a broadened characteriza-
tion of the group it is clear that simply accepting the version of
ethnic history written for us by the prophets innephis line obscures
significant aspects of the role of those people whose ancestors were
in muleksmaleks party

since ferreting out the details of what the book of mormon
tells us about this particular minor group proves enlightening we
should also consider every detail told or implied about each other
minor people doing so we can more fully appreciate their roles
in that great history only by minute and infoinformednned scrutiny of the
scriptural text on every subject can we prepare ourselves to grasp
and appreciate new information that revelation may provide for us
in the future

NOTES

lrobertarobertrobert F smith summarizes the chronological and historical background in book ofmormonofmormon
event structure ancient near east foundation for ancient research and mormon studies FARMS
study aid SMI 84 provo utah FARMS 1985 extensive references to standard popular and scholarly
sources are given there see also john W welch they came from jerusalem some old world
perspectives on the book ofmormon ensign 6 september 1976 27 30

2zedekiahzedekiah was not officially crowned until at least 6 october or perhaps I11 april 596 BC thus
as with other kings of that era in judah there were two overlapping first years and we cannot be sure
which one nephi referred to in I11 nephi 14 all we know for certain is that his account opens sometime
between about may 597 and april 596 BC see smith event structure 14 15 jay H huber lehisgehis
600 year prophecy and the birth of christ FARMS preliminary report HUB 82 provo utah
FARMS 198321983241983 242 4 in particular richard A parker and waldo H dubberstein babylonian chronology
626 BC AD 45 2dad ed chicago university of chicago press 1946

the about bc600BC 600goo which has appeared for years as a chronological footnote to I11 nephi in the
book of mormon has proven to be in error according to scholarship on near eastern history the error
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was continued inin the 1981 edition despite the fact that the 1979 LDS bible dictionary which obviously
followed later but still outdated scholarly sources as shown inin the BD entry on chronology by comments
under the external history column between 772 and 609 BCB c inconsistently lists zedekiahs reign as
beginnirtbeginning inin 598

book ofmormonof mormon critical text A tooltoolforfor scholarly reference vol 2 mosiah almaaima ististeded
provo utah FARMS 19864831986 483

4smithasmithsmith event structure 16 17 where citations to the scholarly literature are given also
FARMS update february 1984 new Worinformationmationmatlon about mulek son of the king nibley includes
speculation about mulek inin his unique interpretation of the lachishlackish letters ostracaestraca the prophetic book
ofmormonofmormon vol 8 ofthe collectedworks ofhughof hugh nibley salt lake city and provo utah deseret book
co and FARMS 1989 397 400

5seeaseesee again smith event structure for literature citations he notes on page 18 that benjamin
urrutia believes there isis textual evidence that not necessnecessarilynecessarilarilarliariiy every one of the kings sons was slamslainsiam for
example inm 2 kings 25 1 10 the hebrew includes the word all five times all his host all the houses etc
yet when speaking oftheodtheof the princes verse 7 says only that the sons ofofzedekiahzedekiah were slain not all the sons

ariel crowley the escape ofmulekofmulek inin his about the book ofmormonofmormon salt lake city deseret
book co 1961 86 90 contains additional data and suggestions according to a jewish tradition cited
as ginzberg legends iv293IV 293 vi382VI 382 83 zedekiah had ten sons slainslamsiam by nebuchadrezzarnebuchadnezzar also
examples cited from the old testament demonstrate that little ones including male offspring were
consistently distinguished from sons hence survival of an infant mulek would not conflict with the
statement inin 2 kings 25725 7 about the slaying of the kings sons examples are also given from the old
testament where statements about the extermination of a descent line represents hyperbole not fact for
example see 2 kgsggs 111ili11lii 1 3 so even a statement about all being slain could only be considered an
approximation

6perhapsperhaps travel through the desert to reach egypt constituted the journeying inin the wilderness
spoken ofinofm ommomni 1 16 evidently prior to the voyage or perhaps a longer more arduous trip was required
to reach carthage or other phoenician cities of the western mediterranean from which the actual voyage
may have departed for america

7theathethe history of what has been called urimunmarim and thummimthummirnThummlenirnleh isis not clear the brother of jared
received one such device and brought it to america it ended up inin moronis hands then it passed to joseph
smith along with the plates ofnephinephid&cdacd&c 17 1 abraham had a different one abr 313 144 which could
have been passed down to his descendants although we are nowhere told what happened to it exodus
281528 15 21 and other scriptures through I11 samuel 28628 6 witness that a different versionversion of urimunmarim and
thummimthummirnThummlinirn was constructed by moses and used by him aaron and subsequent priests it was remembered
but not possessed by the jews under ezra following the babylonian exile ezra 2632 63 nehaeh 7657 65

mosiah II11 had an interpreter device mosiah 8138 13 which earlier may have been inin the hands of
his grandfather the first king mosiah who perhaps used it to translate coriantumrsconantumrs engravings ommomni
1201 20 we cannot be certain this was therhethejareditejareditejaredineJaredite instrument although it seems likely on the basis ofmosiahofmosiahmoslah
8128 12 15 especially prepared from the beginning and who should possess this land and mosiah
281128 11 17 limhislimpis explorers could conceivably have found the interpreters which had been left by ether
with his plates ether 153315 33 but that could not be ifmosiahifmosiahmoslah I1 and II11il already had the interpreters ammon
inin mosiah 813 indicates that the latter king did have the instrument and his grandfather had apparently
used it to read conantumrscoriantunirs engraving see omni 1201 20 mosiah8mosiahmoslah81212 14 makes it quite clear inmanyany case
that limhi had been given no such instrument by his search party when they got ethers plates perhaps
mulekiteMulekite explorers had found the jaredinejarediteJaredite interpreters on the battlefield near the hill ramah while
missing the twenty four gold platespiates7 there was some early exploration because they found conantumrcoriantumr

another possibility isis that mosiah might have received the urimunmarim and thummimthuniniim that originatedongmated
with moses from the people ofzarahemla who had retained it as a sacred relic sincesince muleksmaleks time without
being able to make it work perhaps someone inmmuleksmaleks party had been inspired to carry it from the temple
inm jerusalem immediately before that structure was destroyed by the babylonians T W B inm the
millennialstarmillennial star 7655276 552 57 speculated that muleksmaleks party took the urimunmarim and thummim from the temple
and brought it to america if the mexican tradition cited below refers to muleksmaleks group then the oracle
mentioned there might be from jerusalem

other explanations are possible for example might the liahona have served as an interimmtenm
interpreter for mosiah I1 and II11 with the interpreters from ether actually being with the twenty four gold
plates but its nature unrecognized by either ammon or limhilimhi9

8herodotusherodotus the history trans david grene chicago university of chicago press 1987
iv42IV 42 this greek historianhistoriangeographerhistonangeographergeographer described the crews observations on the sun as they completed
the voyage around the continent observations which now can be seen as demonstrating that the voyage
was accurately recorded but which herodotus thought were outright errors see smith event structure
13 or the discussion by cyrus H gordonmin before columbus links between the oldworld andandancientancient
america new york crown publishers 1971

9janetsjanetjanet jensen inin variations between copies of the first edition of the book of mormon BYU
studies 13 winter 1973 214 22 observed that sidon the rivernver appears as sidomeidom once inin the first 1830
editioneditiononpon p 226 line 5 now alma 2172 17 bookbookofmormoncnticaltextofmormonofMormon critical text 25261526 observes that this spelling
instance appeared both inin theprinters manuscript and the 1830 edition thenwas changed min 1837 to sidon
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in sorenson an ancient american settingforsetting for the book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city and provo
utah deseret bookco and FARMS 1985198520520511 discuss sidomsidornsiddorn and note that at the time oftheodtheof the spanish
conquest a name given by nearby indians to the key site min the area I1 consider probably sidomsidornsiddorn was zactanzachan
white lime while the semitic name sidon inin phoenicia may be derived from lime

10&nstanceconstance irwinserwins fair gods and stone faces ancient seafarers and the worldworlds s most
intriguing riddle new york st martins 1963 contains surprisingly substantial evidence considering
that it isis a popularapopular book forherproposalfor her proposal that phoemciansphoeniciansPhoenicians influenced earlyMesomesoamericamesoamencaamerica butthebuethebut the scholarly
work of spanish archaeologist josejosg alcinaalcmaalama franch has the most impressive range ofdataofdata see particularly
his three works las pintaderasPinta deras mejicanosmejicanasMejicanas y sus relacionesRelaciones madrid consejo superior de
investigaciones cientificascientfficas institutoinstitutor gonzalo fernandezmandezFe de oviedo 1958 ongenorigen trasatlanticotrasatl6ntico de
la cultura indigena de america revistadevista Esespanolapahola deAntroantropologiaantropologaAntroppologaologia americana 441969196999 64 madrid
and pre columbian art new york abrams 1983

for phoenician nautical technology as well as for a valuable summary of offurtherfurther provocative data
supporting a connection to Mesomesoamencamesoamericaamerica see a monograph by one of the participants inin heyerdahls ra
11II raft project anthropologist santiago genoves T ra una balsa de papyrus a travestravis del atldnticoatlanticoarlanticoAtlatiantico
cuademosCuademos serieseneserle antropologicaantropol6gica 25 umversidaduniversidad nacional autonomaaut6nomaautonomyAutonoma de mexico institute de
investigaciones histoncashist6ricasHis toncas 1972

1 sorenson an ancient american setting 25 27
12hughhugh nibley an approach to the book ofmormonof mormon vol 6 of the collected works ofofhughhugh

nibley salt lake city and provo utah deseret book co and FARMS 1987 290
13sorensonanancientamerican1 sorenson an ancient american setting 108 21249 5511 compare philip drucker and robert

F heizer commentary on W R coe and robert stuckenrathsStuckenraths review of excavations at la venta
tabasco 1955 kroeber anthropological society papers no 33 fall 1965 52 53 and the comment
by paddock dumbarton oaks conference on the olmecolmed october 28th andand29th29th 1967 ed elizabeth P
benson sashingtonwashingtonwashington DCD C dumbarton oaks research library collection 1968 39

4sorensonsorenson an ancient american setting 120 249 50 see also map 5 opposite page 36 and
map 12 0oppositepo e page 240

phillpphllipphilip drucker robert F heizer and robert J squier excavations at la venta tabasco
1955 smithsonianSmithsoman institution bureau ofofAmenamericancan ethnology bulletin 170 washington DCD C 1959
215ff robert F heizer new observations on la venta dumbarton oaks conference on the olmecolmed
october 28th and 29th 1967 ed elizabeth P benson washington DCD C dumbarton oaks research
library and collection 1968 32 36

ellzabetheilzabethelizabeth P benson some olmecolmeealmee objects in the robert woods bliss collection at
dumbarton oaks inin the olmecolmed and their neighbors essays in memory ofmatthewof matthew W stirling ed
elizabeth P benson washington DDCC dumbarton oaks 1981 97 98 john F scott el meson
veracruz and its monolithic reliefs baesslerbuessler archivarchev 25 19771031977 103 citing inin support literature by
pellizabellizaPelliza bemalbernalbernai coe clewlow proskouriakoffproskounakoffProskouriakoff and smith

17tatiana17 tatiana proskouriakoffproskounakoffProskouriakoff olmecolmed and maya art problems of their stylistic relation inm
dumbarton oaks conference on the olmecolmed october 28th and 29th 1967 ed elizabeth P benson
washington DCD C dumbarton oaks research library and collection 19681211968 121says121 says the three late
stelae of la venta represent a radical innovation inin the mode of sculpture and inin the character of its
themes one of the altars showing the presentation of a baby by an adult male could represent child
sacrifice a prominent feature inin phoenician religion or orperhapsperhaps it represents an infant ancestor mulekmulek99

8philippphilipphilip drucker on the nature of olmecolmed polity inin the olmecolmed and their neighbors
essays inin memory ofmatthewof matthew W stirling ed elizabeth P benson washington DCD C dumbarton
oaks 1981 44 mentions he of the uncle sam chin whiskers compare john F scott post
olmecolmed mesoamencamesoamericaMeso america as revealed inin its art actasaccas XLI congreso internacionalinternationalInternacional de Americaamericanistasamericamstasnistas
mexico 2 7 sept 1973 vol 2 mexico 1975 385 A carving from el meson veracruz and
another from near there now moved to alvarado show men inin tall headdresses reminding one of
the so called semitic type on late la venta reliefs

19proskouriakoffproskounakoff olmedolmec and maya art 122 23 also considers that two racially distinct
groups of people are shown on stela 3 and that the group of the bearded stranger ultimately gainedgamed
ascendingascendangascendascendancyang hence the culture of la venta contained aa strong foreign componentcomponent

2 john L sorenson the twig of the cedar improvement era 60 may 1957 330 31 338
34134 42 reprinted as bible prophecies oftheodtheofthe mulekitesMulekites ina bookofmormonbook ofmormon treasury saitsaltsaltlakelake city
bookcraft 1959 229 37 for more information on traditions see john L sorenson some
Mesomesoamencanmesoamericanamerican traditions of immigration by sea elel maicomexicomalco antiguaantiguo 8 1955 425 37 mexicomexicom6xico
available as FARMS reprint SOR 55

21 conantumrcoriantumr was probably infirm despite the unique argument by anthony W ivins inin are the
jareditesJaredites an extinct people9 improvement era 6 november 1902 43 44 that Coriancorlanconantumrcorianturnrturnr may have
sired offspring while among the mulekitesMulekites

22coriantumrconantumr might have been discovered by the mulek group on or near the battleground during
an exploratory probe inland as they paused briefly while coasting southward toward their final destination
in that case corianturnrconantumrCoriancorlan turnr made his final move via their vessel to a landing probably near the cityofmulekofmulek

other possibilities come to mind however one isis that conantumrcoriantumr did travel by himself toward a location
where he thought he might find some remnant population to give him succor the site of the city ofmulek
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inin my geographical correlation la venta was or had been one of the major centers of jareditejaredineJaredite era
settlement at this time yet it was inin a peripheral position inin relation to most of the olmecolmed Jarjareditejaredite7jaredineedite areas
to the north of it at la venta a person like Coriancorlancorianturnrconantumrturnr might hope to find people not totally caught up
inin the final struggle if conantumrcoriantumr actually reached the place on his own 1I estimate the distance at ninety
beeline miles from ramah but at least double that on the ground the mulek party could have found him
almost where they abandoned their ship it isis no more than barely possible that la venta stela 3 was
intended to picture the meeting of mulek and coriantumrconantumr

another possibility isis that muleksmaleks group within a few years after settling on land set out to
search through the space separating them from the final battlefield drawn onward by the fascinatingly
fresh ruinsrumsarums of the just dead civilization only to find the single survivorsurvivor finally it isis also possible that the
mulekitesMulekites having happened to miss seeing signs of the jareditesJaredites on the inhospitable coastal stilpstrip of
dunes and estuariesestuanesestuanes inin the north which was all they saw of the land northward settled down inin the land
southward for a decade or so of intenselymtensely localized pioneering concern essentially ignorant of the old
culture before sending out an exploring party which then happened to come across the king 1I suppose
that other survivorssurvivors existed as mentioned above but not within the disrupted depressing area of the last
warswhere thousands ofbodiesskeletonsbodies skeletons lay about I1 think that zonemust have been empty for a number
of years

also the large stone needs to be considered inin relation to this geographical puzzle the farther
south the point where coriantumrconantumr worked that stone inin his last months the more reasonable that it could
have been cannedearnedcarried from that point to mosiah up inm zarahemlaZarahemla

231tit isis not clear what isis implied inin descent and kinship terms by the fact that ammon counted
himself descended from zarahemlazarahenflaZarahemlaemia while also considering zeniff among his brethren who had gone to
inheritmhentthelandofourthe land ofourolour zeniffs fathersfirstfathers first inheritance inin lehi nephi mosiah 9 1 this combination
seems to imply some sort of descent for ammon both from the nephite ancestors and from zarahemlaZarahemla
If intermarriage between nephite and zarahemlaZarahemla descended lines was involved however hewould hardly
have counted both as signifying patriarchal descent

24seesee sotensonanancientsorenson anancientamericanAncient american setting 155 57 for adiscussion of the population and sizesize
of the land at this time

25sorenson25sorenson anancientamericanan ancient american setting 155 57 describes a bimodal settlement pattern which
could reflect this distinction and which was found at the site of santa rosa chiapas mexico which I1
consider the best candidate for zarahemlaZarahemla see also pages 190 91 and 315 16 on further settlement and
social distinctions within the city

social anthropologist meyer fortes describes an interesting parallel to the social setting from a
modem scene among the tallensiTallensi inm africa

we were from the beginning confronted with the basic division between the namoosnamios who
claim to be immigrant Mampmamprussimarnprussitussirussi by origin and have exclusive hereditary rights inin an office
generally glossed as the chiefship on the one hand compare mosiahsMosiahs nephitesNephites and the real
tallensiTallensi talis as they called themselves on the other who claim to be the autochthonous
inhabitants oftheodtheof the country with exclusive rightsnghtsnights to the office ofoftendaanatendaanaofTenTendaana or custodian of the earth
compare the people of zarahemlaZarahemla it did not take long to discover that totally identical as were the
ways of life of these two sections of the tribe and intimately interconnected as they were by kinship
marriage and residence the division was deep and fundamental an anthropologists apprenalpren
ticeshipticeship annual review of anthropologyofanthropology 17 197811978 8 14 15

26sorenson26sorenson an ancient american setting 161 65 discusses dissensions see also pages 195
97 on the amlicitesAmli cites whom I1 suggest to have been of the people of zarahemlaZarahemla

27hughhugh nibley lehi inin the desert theworld ortheof the jareditesJaredites therewere jareditesJaredites vol 5 of
collectedcollectedworksofhughnibleyedworks ofhugh nibley ed johnjohnwW welch salt lake city and provoprovo utah deseret book co
andfarmsand FARMS 1988245 seeseealsojohnaalsoaiso john A tvedtnes Aphonemic analysis ofofnephitenephite andjarediteand jareditejaredineJaredite proper
names societyforsociety porfor early historic archaeology newsletter and proceedings 141 december 1977 1

8 reprinted as FARMS reprint TVE 77
28aA careful study needs to be made to detect differences inm usage inin the text of the book of

mormon among the expressions nephitesNephites people ofofnephinephi people of the nephitesNephites and children
of nephi note the puzzling use of terms inin helaman 1 1

29the2 the name of one of the close associates of the sons of mosiah inm this business mulokimoloki alma
20220 2 could mean from mulokkulok mulekmulek77 ormulekiteoimulekiteMulekite inm hebrew meanwhile alma had two sons with
jareditejaredineJaredite Mulemulekitemulekite7kite names shiblon and corlCoriconantoncoriantonconartonConantonantonqihediheghethe seemingly anomalous zoramiteZoramite worship was actually the virtual counterpart to a jewish
prayer rite bookofmormonbookofbookoffmormon critical text 26399163992639 40 suggesting that otherreligiousother religious activities that seemed
scandalous to the orthodox nephite prophets might have a similar source compare sorenson an ancient
american setting 216 19


